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WHAT’S IN THIS GUIDE? 
Legal technology projects can fail for several reasons but usually because key requirements have been unclear or 

misunderstood. This guide is designed to prevent that from happening, by taking you through the key steps and core 

areas for consideration when buying legal spend management software. There are many tools available and each has 

different strengths and weaknesses. By failing to understand your requirements up front, you risk buying the wrong 

solution and wasting your investment. Take the time to thoroughly consider each area to achieve maximum user 

acceptance and ROI. 

 

The sections in this guide are as follows: 

 

• What is Legal Spend Management? 

• Creating a project team 

• Documenting requirements and success  

• Must-have features of Legal Spend Management solutions 

• Buy vs. Build vs. Do Nothing (vs. AP/ERP Systems) 

• On-Premise vs. Hosted  

• Cloud Security Checklist 

• Out of The Box vs. Customised 

• Implementation  

• Customer Support  

• The Law Firm Experience 

• Pricing Models and ROI 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

WHAT IS LEGAL SPEND 
MANAGEMENT? 
A typical legal team will receive thousands of invoices from outside counsel every year. These invoices will contain 

multiple line items for different types of work and many legal departments are unable to track exactly what they are 

spending, with which firms and on what type of matters. In some organisations, departments outside of legal can 

instruct law firms directly, and the legal department may never see these costs. Legal spend management is the 

practice of improving visibility and controlling outside counsel spend, identifying and actioning cost-reduction 

opportunities, and budgeting future spend. 

Doing this effectively without technology is time consuming and prone to error. More and more legal departments are 

turning to legal spend management software to take advantage of automation and reporting. The first stage in legal 

spend management is to automate the review of legal invoices, a process known as e -billing. While legal e-billing 

reduces costs quickly by enforcing billing guidelines and increasing team productivity, full legal spend management 

goes further than this. After 1-2 years of using a spend management solution, legal teams will have sufficient data to 

spot trends that can influence strategic spend management decisions and drive further s avings. The software enables 

legal departments to report on spend and use this data to make sourcing decisions, drive negotiations and selection, 

and create collaborative, value-driven relationships with firms. Features of legal spend management software, besides 

e-billing, include spend dashboards and reports, RFP and sourcing tools, vendor management and review, and legal 

analytics. 

CREATING A PROJECT TEAM 
Before you talk to any vendors, you need to know what your challenges and goals are and document your current 

processes and workflows. This allows you to work out what you need from technology. To do this task 

comprehensively, you need the right project team.  

The team includes those that will be leading the project day-to-day, but also stakeholders from around the business; 

this includes future users in legal, colleagues in other departments that may be impacted, and those that will be the 

beneficiaries of process and technology changes. Ensuring that everyone who will be impacted has a representative 

involved from the start will greatly improve the chances of a smooth and successful project with minimal unexpected 

hurdles. 

Stakeholder identification can be a time-consuming task as they may include parties beyond the immediately obvious 

ones. Typical stakeholders on a legal spend management project include  immediate system users such as legal and 

accounting, but also legal service providers and law firms, sales, IT , tax and procurement. A good way to identify 

stakeholders is to map out your legal processes. Any department who is involved in the current process should have 

representation on the project team.  



 

 

DOCUMENTING REQUIREMENTS AND 
SUCCESS 
By documenting your requirements before approaching vendors you can avoid being overwhelmed by the functionality 

on offer, stay focused, and avoid buying costly technology that you don’t need.  The process of documenting 

requirements falls into four steps: 

1. WHAT PROBLEMS NEED TO BE SOLVED? 

In which areas can you deliver more value for the business? What are the business and departmental goals and what 

is preventing you from reaching them? Example pain points are high volumes of trivial (legal) work, insufficient 

reporting capabilities, cumbersome admin tasks, a lack of legal spend transparency, and high external legal spend. 

2. MAP CURRENT PEOPLE, PROCESSES, AND TECHNOLOGY 

By visualising your current legal workflows and processes,  and the people and technology involved in them, you can 

identify potential areas for efficiency gains; bottlenecks, repetition of tasks, and areas of work that are manual 

resource intensive. Don’t worry about trying to re-map these processes fully as the vendor will suggest best practices, 

but you should finish this exercise with an idea of low-efficiency areas, insufficient technologies and what needs to 

change for the legal department. You’ll also spot stakeholders that may have been missed from the initial project 

team. 

3. GATHER STAKEHOLDER INPUT 

A successful project needs buy-in from beyond the legal department, and from the top-down. If project stakeholders 

have been ignored, it can seriously affect the successful implementation of your software.  Stakeholders will have 

important requirements for the spend management solution that legal may not have considered (such as international 

VAT compliance, data security rules) and changes to processes could have knock-on effects for others. Make sure this 

is documented. It will be easier to manage if input is gathered in a consistent and structured way by using techniques 

such as focused interviews, multi-media communications, surveys, role-playing and follow-up action workshops.  

4. WHAT DOES SUCCESS LOOK LIKE? 

Once you have captured the stakeholder requirements the next stage is to evaluate these needs alongside those of 

the legal department. Achieving balance is vital; do not let the stakeholder who shouted the loudest dominate the 

requirements.  Remember what the legal department is trying to accomplish and try to prevent the project scope 

becoming too broad. Prioritising the requirements and grouping them into must-haves and nice-to-haves will help. Also 

think about the desired results; what are acceptable and unacceptable outcomes?  Knowing the challenges you are 

trying to solve and what success looks like will help you prioritise the requirements and features.   

 

 

 



 

 

Typical outcomes could include: 

• Significant reduction of legal spend. (A fairly typical legal department can save 455K EUR in the first year of 

spend management use) 

• Faster invoice processing time  

• Ability to track work in progress and accumulating costs 

• Improved accuracy of budget forecasts over time 

• Improved visibility into matters 

• Faster reporting times, and easier reporting 

• Counsel spending less time on admin 

• Access to accurate, consistent, comparable and reliable data across all matters 

• Better value for money and/or service from firms 

• Access to data that drives strategic legal operations and management decisions, including sourcing, panel 

reviews, and negotiations 

• Like for like comparisons and review of law firm rates and value for money 

• Access to comparable proposals from firms 

Once you have your core business requirements, you can start translating them into the right product for 

your business. A common mistake is to overlook that requirements go beyond product features and price. 

The rest of the guide covers features but also the other important areas to think about when documenting 

your requirements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

COMMON  LEGAL SPEND MANAGEMENT PRODUCT  
FEATURES 

Legal spend management is an established offering and products now vary from simple out of the box solutions to fully 

customised systems with multiple integrations and add-on features. Good vendors will not try to sell you all the bells 

and whistles that result in you buying an under-used solution (they will want your project to succeed), but 

nevertheless, it’s important to know what the essential legal spend management features are, as well as your specific 

requirements. – All vendors should have the features in the box below.  

Tools at the higher end of the cost spectrum may have features you won’t use. While you don’t want to pay fo r a more 

expensive tool with features you do not need, it is worth bearing in mind what you might want further down the line. 

Even with out of the box solutions, implementation is not something you want to repeat too often. Strike a balance 

between short-term and not-so-distant-future needs.  

 

FEATURE VALUE FOR THE LEGAL DEPARTMENT 

 E-Billing  
 
  

 

• Automatically capture billing information from all firms in a consistent format that 

can be easily analysed and compared. 

• Automate cumbersome manual review processes in order to significantly reduce 

errors and save time. 

• Track compliance with approved timekeeper rates and other outside counsel 

guidelines automatically, and quickly flag or reject non-compliant invoices 

reducing erroneous billing and reducing costs.  

Matter Management  

 
• Most legal spend management solutions will be incorporated with matter 

management functionality to enable centralistion of matter information, budgets 

and spend. 

• Save time and significantly improve collaboration and communication with inside 

and outside counsel. 

• Provide visibility across your matter portfolios and track and retain information on 

important items such as courts, opposing counsel, issues, budgets, and invoices 

associated with each particular legal matter.  

• Re-use and leverage previous matter information for the purpose of making better 

informed decisions.  

Reporting and 

Analytics 

• Dashboard reporting of key metrics for daily visibility of spend and progress to 

KPIs. 

• Analytics of legal expenditure enable you to make data-driven decisions, 

strengthening your position when negotiating timekeeper rates, caps or other 

alternative fee arrangements.  



 

 

 

 

In addition to the core features of legal spend management, additional features that may be of value include:  

• WIP TRACKER: WIP is time captured in the billing system that hasn’t yet been invoiced. You may also see a 

similar feature offered called accruals. Accruals are figures without line item details, e.g. law firm x captured y 

EUR during period z, whereas WIP contains all the line item details that relate to such accrued amounts. 

Accrual information is usually a requirement from the finance team whereas WIP information gives the in -

house legal team control to proactively manage matter costs.  

• SOURCING: Electronically create and send your RFP to suitable outside counsel, and recieve comparable 

responses for clear, unbiased review. Assign the winning firm/s within the system and retain bid information 

for future reference. 

• LAW FIRM REVIEW: Surveys or other similar functionality that enables you to collect qualitative data and 

review and score firms to make data-driven decisions about matter outsourcing in the future. 

• BENCHMARKING DATA:  Compare your spend and RFP responses with aggregated or modelled market data 

to drive negotiations with firms. But check that the dataset has sufficient coverage in the areas you are likely 

to need it, especially if you mainly do legal work in Europe. E-Billing has been in use in the US a lot longer than 

in Europe and the market data there is much more robust. 

• AI: Machine learning can be a valuable tool to improve automation decisions over time to continue efficiency 

gains throughout the life of a product’s use. Clarify whether the feature is truly AI though, as opposed to rules -

based automation, data modelling, human touch, or a blend of these.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

BUILD VS  BUY VS DO  NOTHING (VS AP/ERP SYSTEMS) 

When building your business case for buying legal spend management software, you should also consider the options 

of building internally or doing nothing. This is commonly referred to as the “buy, build, or do nothing” decision.  

BUY 

With cloud software being so readily available, and numerous legal spend management vendors providing excellent 

software for all sizes of department and complexities of need, buying legal technology is the most common solution. 

Therefore, this guide covers what you need to know if going down the ‘buy’ route, but it’s worth the project team 

discussing (if only to formally disregard) the build and do nothing options as well. 

DO NOTHING 

Not usually a long term option, but can be opted for if the benefits are not perceived to outweigh the investment. 

Document the risk and losses if continuing with the status quo. Even if your project has been pre-approved, this is a 

very useful exercise to validate the necessity of legal spend management, especially if you have any sceptical senior 

stakeholders.  

BUILD 

Building your own tool is time consuming and usually only feasible for corporations with a large internal team of 

developers, system administrators and project managers – not to mention data centres and budgets. The benefits of 

building your own solution are that your software will be a perfect fit for your workflows and business needs, as well 

as integrated into your existing tech – assuming your other tech allows for this. However, you will get a better quality 

solution from a vendor, as they specialise in this type of software and have iterated it over many versions based on 

customer feedback and real life usage. The other drawback is that you will need to compete for internal resources and 

business priorities may change; internal build projects can take years to complete, whereas you can be up and running 

with a vendor solution in a matter of months. For these reasons, very few organisations have a solution built in -house.  

AP/ERP SYSTEMS 

Another option is to re-purpose an existing enterprise tool for legal’s use.  Although this can typically result in an 

inefficient, frustrating, “round peg, square hole” situation, this approach can be helpful if getting budget is a struggle. 

By using an existing tool first, you can make the business case for a legal specific tool based on benefits and/or 

challenges you are getting from the re-purposed enterprise tool. However, this works better for certain solutions than 

others. AP, ERP or procurement systems are all examples of solutions that are sometimes used in place of a dedicated 

legal spend management system.  However, due to the characteristics of legal services and billing, this approach is 

not a substitute for dedicated legal department software. Some of the unique differences are: 

• ORDERING LEGAL SERVICES: Standard business order processing may require BANF/PO numbers and other time 

consuming processes. Legal may need to urgently instruct firms and having to follow strict accounting or 

procurement procedures would be inefficient. In addition, “order values” are commonly requested yet may be 

unknown for legal work because of hourly billing and the scope of the matter not being known at the start . 



 

 

• BILLING GUIDELINES: Invoices for legal services are usually much more complex than invoices from other 

suppliers, with multiple line items that make review and comparison difficult. Progressive legal departments 

use billing guidelines and framework agreements to control legal spend, but enterprise software does not allow 

for automated checking of these lawyer-specific billing rules. 

• MATTER MANAGEMENT: In addition to the invoice data, a modern legal spend management system allows the 

recording of matter information. This enables much more detailed reporting as well as integration with other 

legal specific tools, such as an IP Management system. This connection creates a single source of truth for the 

legal department that would be impossible with a standard accounting or procurement system.  

• DATA ANALYSIS: As all data from the invoices are captured in a centralised and consistent way, reports on 

types of activities or expenses at high granularity can be created. The data provides helpful information that 

legal departments can use to make informed decisions. For example, to decide in which areas additional 

lawyers should be hired. Analysis tools also provide the basis for negotiating better hourly rates and alternative 

fee agreements. 

• WORK IN PROGRESS: At regular intervals, law firms can enter unbilled work and associated costs into a legal 

spend management system. This enables the legal department to make accurate budget and expenditure 

plans. Work in progress can also be assessed against billing guide lines to identify any issues at the earliest 

opportunity.  

 

Legal spend management systems can complement existing enterprise systems and integrate with accounts 

payable solutions, if desired. That way, invoices can be submitted for payment seamlessly while the legal team 

gains the additional level of visibility and control to manage legal spend effectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ON-PREMISE VS.  HOSTED 

Another way to say this is owned vs. rented. Even after you’ve decided to go down the buy route, you still have the 

option to run the software on-site on your own infrastructure or subscribe to a cloud-based solution that requires no 

installation. One of the main reasons businesses run software on-site is data security, but cloud or software-as-a-

service (SaaS) solutions have come a long way in this regard . In many cases, cloud solutions offer greater security 

than private data centres, as well as a number of other benefits: 

• LOWER COST: With an on-premise solution, the business is responsible for maintaining servers, data 

backups, security and disaster recovery. All this is in addition to the cost of the software itself. Cloud is 

growing in popularity, especially for companies with limited budgets and technical resource.  

• FASTER TO IMPLEMENT: If you have no integrations or customisations, an out of the box cloud solution will 

be ready to use, with your users trained in a matter of weeks. When embedding the system into your existing 

infrastructure, there are many more moving parts and departments involved in the implementation. It takes 

longer and costs your business more money. 

• REGULAR UPDATES to the latest version and new features with no disruption to your business: Cloud 

software subscriptions offer a ‘live’ version, but if you buy on-premise, you buy the software as it looks at a 

given moment in time and IT resource is needed to update to the newest version. The legal team will have to 

compete for this internal resource to schedule the update and the update will potentially cause greater 

business disruption. Therefore, updates will be irregular, sometimes never, and you will suffer from not 

having the latest version of the tool you are paying for.  

• FLEXIBILITY: When you buy on-premise it will be at a greater cost to the business as a whole, and removing 

the solution is also resource intensive. If a cloud solution isn’t delivering value, it is much easier and cheaper 

to remove and/or replace it. 

Within the category of ‘cloud’ you have the option to have a private cloud (meaning only your business is on that 

server) or multi-tenanted (shared). With legal spend management the latter is the most common and lowest cost, of 

the two options. It’s important to note that even though you are sharing a system with another c ustomer, they cannot 

access your instance or any data within it. The final consideration is whether the vendor is hosting the data 

themselves, or also using a cloud service.  

CLOUD SECURITY CHECKLIST 

Cloud computing outages are rare. Although there is also a risk of outages on a private data centre, the difference with 

cloud is that you are at the mercy of your provider. It’s therefore important to choose a trusted provider who takes 

data security and disaster recovery seriously. Below is a list of important security considerations, and how BusyLamp 

address them: 

• ENCRYPTION (“AT-REST-ENCRYPTION”): Legal documents contain sensitive data. Therefore, all data 

should be encrypted with a secure and up-to-date algorithm. Many legal tech vendors encrypt merely on the 

hard disk while storing unencrypted data in the database. This interpretation of at -rest-encryption is a 

measure that merely prevents data leaks in the unlikely event that the hard disk is stolen. BusyLamp takes at-

rest-encryption to the next level by using AES256 to store customer data (including backups) with individual 



 

 

keys not only securely on the hard disk, but also in the database. The latter means that we apply an addi tional 

layer of security as a countermeasure for potential cyberattacks.  

• ENCRYPTED TRANSMISSION (“IN-TRANSIT-ENCRYPTION”): The data must not only be stored in 

encrypted form but must also reach the user securely. Therefore, all communication should be encr ypted. 

Since the methods used are often attacked, an up-to-date secure version must always be used. BusyLamp 

uses TLS with the version >= 1.2. 

• DATA SEPARATION: Especially with Software as a Service (SaaS) offerings, it is common for an application 

to be used by several customers. In this scenario it is absolutely necessary that client data is stored 

separately from that of other customers. This prevents access to your data by other users “by accident” (e.g. 

due to errors in the programming of the software).  There are several ways to separate data and BusyLamp 

offers the most secure options. We can either offer physical separation, i.e. a customer has their own server, 

or the most effective logical separation, i.e. a customer owns its own database on shared s ervers. 

• DATA ACCESS RIGHTS: GDPR and other internal and external regulations often require access rights to be 

set at a need-to-know-level. It is therefore important that the legal software allows for data visibility to be set 

individually for each user. BusyLamp works according to the “principle of least privilege” – this means that the 

normal user can initially see nothing and then either on an individual or via group logic, specific data access for 

in-house and outside counsel users is activated. 

• DATA LOCATION: Everyone is talking about the U.S. PATRIOT Act, CLOUD Act, CCPA, GDPR and similar data 

security regulations that can have a massive impact on your data hosting strategy. BusyLamp is a German 

company and hence not subject to any potential claims by the U.S. government under such acts. We store 

data securely at your preferred geographical location. 

• FIREWALLS AND SERVERS: Any application is only as secure as the servers it runs on. Every application 

connected to the Internet becomes a daily victim of automatic or targeted attacks. A well thought out 

strategy to defend against these attacks by the legal software operator is therefore essential to ensure the 

protection and integrity of your legal data. This strategy should include several measures nested in each other 

(the “onion technique”). First, a web application firewall protects the application itself. In addition, the server 

group is protected by a firewall. The last link in the chain is an optimally configured server that fends off all 

unauthorised access. All components should also be monitored by an independent service that actively reports 

any deviation from the norm. Regularly updating all systems involved should go without saying in order to 

guarantee up-to-date and optimal protection. 

• INDEPENDENT SYSTEM PENETRATION TESTS: Precautions taken always look good on paper. But is the 

vendor keeping their promises? To find out, the legal software provider should have their systems tested 

regularly by an independent third party. This “planned attack” attempts to remove all security measures before 

a malicious attacker does. All vulnerabilities found are documented and submitted to the vendor so that they 

can be fixed immediately. BusyLamp is tested at least once per quarter by a team of independent experts and 

we can proudly say that no significant vulnerabilities have been found for several years. We also allow all 

BusyLamp customers to view the corresponding test protocols.  

• SOFTWARE PASSWORD PROTECTION: Robust passwords are essential to prevent unwanted access to the 

legal system. BusyLamp has configurable password settings that administrators can set to ensure user 

passwords are sufficiently strong and meet your company’s password policies.  Failed login attempts can also 

be recorded and supplied to the client for review.  

• DATA SECURITY RIGHT FROM THE START: The ability to mitigate the impact of any security breaches is 

important, but security gaps should not arise in the first place. Therefore, it is important that your chosen 

legal tech vendor delivers regular training to those developing the software to maintain a consistently high 



 

 

level of data security. When testing the software, not only should the actual functionality be checked but 

known security holes (e.g. OWASP Top 10) should be searched for too. 

OUT OF THE BOX VS.  CUSTOMISED 

‘Out of the box’ or ‘off the shelf’ means software that requires no special configuration or modification in order to 

work. In reality, most legal spend management solutions require some level of configuration, be that in terms of 

approval processes, matter field requirements, or reporting. Most out of the box solutions will have built in templates 

or workflows that can be configured to your needs by the vendor before go-live, and some enable you to do it yourself. 

It is therefore important to distinguish between configuration and customisation. Customisation refers to changes 

that do not exist as pre-defined workflow or template options within the system. They need to be created by the 

vendor and there will ordinarily be an additional charge for this work.  

For this reason, out of the box tools are much faster and cheaper to implement. Depending on the complexity of the 

customisation, this can add months or even a year to your project start date. During the project requirement 

gathering, you should have mapped out your core processes, and once you are engaged with a vendor they will help you 

do this more thoroughly and help you decide if out of the box or custom is best for you.  You may think you have 

complex and unique processes, but often these can be addressed with configurations in an out of the box solution. If 

you opt for software that offers both routes, this gives you the greatest flexibility. 

You may also need integrations with existing tools in the business; AP system integration is a common requirement. 

Integrations usually carry additional costs and time, so document which are must-haves and which are nice to haves. 

Choosing legal spend management software with open API will make integrations much easier and cheaper. 

Sometimes it makes sense to get up and running with legal spend management as fast as possible and do 

integrations at a later date.  

 

IMPLEMENTATION  AND  SUPPORT 

The features of the product itself are important but there are other factors to consider when choosing a software 

vendor. Even with a solid business case around the benefits,  user adoption issues are common for any business that 

is implementing new technology and processes. It’s important that the implementation, training, and support are as 

pain-free as possible. 

• IMPLEMENTATION: Some vendors implement the solution themselves and others will use a third party. If you 

have been using a consultant to help you choose a solution, they may be heavily involved in the 

implementation. Make sure you know who will be doing the implementation, how many different parties are 

involved, and what the costs and timeframes are. 

• TRAINING: Even the most intuitive software will require a degree of training to use the tool in the most 

effective manner. Training will be offered on different levels from different vendors and may include online only, 

through to in-person training days. There may be additional costs for certain options.  

• SUPPORT: How much support do you (and your firms) receive from the vendor after go-live? Make sure it 

matches your needs. Again, this will vary from online help only, in-application support in the form of interactive 

walk-throughs or ‘bot guides’, through to dedicated account managers and 24/7  manned help desks. 



 

 

BusyLamp is very focused on customer success, so works closely with clients to ensure user acceptance and 

ROI. 

 

THE  LAW FIRM  EXPERIENCE 

It’s important to consider the needs of your law firms when choosing a legal spend management solution. The good 

news is that unless they are very small, your firm will already be using a number of different solutions , including the 

ones you are considering, and will be familiar with the concept of e-billing. There are a number of factors to consider, 

and you should speak to your panel firms about their experiences of the vendors and the software in each of these 

areas: 

• EASE OF USE AND INTERFACE: Many tools provide an inferior user interface on the law firm side compared 

to the in-house side, which causes a poor experience for your firms. When demoing the solution, ask to see it 

in action from both perspectives. 

• TRAINING: Does the vendor on-board and train the law firm or are they left to their own devices?  Does the law 

firm receive adequate notice period of the change in process? Ensuring your firms can use the system is 

critical to successful on-boarding – BusyLamp has a 100% success rate. A vendor that provides good support 

will also prevent system queries being directed towards your counsel.  

• COSTS: Some software pricing models charge the law firms a portion of the subscription fee. Although 

appealing from the in-house perspective as it reduces your costs, it can be a significant barrier to on -boarding. 

Charging law firms is much more common and acceptable in the US than in Europe.  Additionally, the cost to 

law firms can be passed back to the client, and can sometimes result in an even higher cost to the client 

overall.  

• LEDES: Smaller firms may be unfamiliar or unable to create LEDES files, the industry standard for invoices 

submitted using e-billing. However, firms with even a semi-modern solution will be able to do it. If they cannot, 

consider what the vendor offers to address this. BusyLamp has a user-friendly portal that works just like a 

standard law firm billing system and the data can be exported so the firm doesn’t have to do double data 

entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PRICING MODELS AND  ROI 

This is usually a subscription fee per annum and may or may not include hosting, training, and maintenance costs, so 

look out for these on the proposal. The first year may be higher than subsequent years due to implementation and 

integration costs. Subscription fees may be based on one or a few of the following factors: legal spend, numbers of 

users, volume of matters and number of law firms. Consider the best pricing model for you now but also bear in mind 

your department might grow; how long is your subscription price fixed for, if at all? If you grow, how does the price 

increase? Also consider the cost of additional features not included in standard packages.  

ROI AND ADDITIONAL COSTS 

Return on investment (ROI) is very easy to prove with legal spend management software as most of the benefits are 

directly related to lowering costs. These savings come from multiple areas such as the enforcement of billing 

guidelines, real time cost transparency, invoice processing time efficiencies, reporting efficiencies and legal analytics-

driven decision making. You can find more information about these savings areas, as well as an ROI calculation,  in our 

Guide to Building a Business Case. 

When you are discussing pricing with vendors, they should be able to provide you with an ROI Calculator. For a 

comprehensive ROI, factor in all costs not just the recurring subscription fee. Some of these additional cost areas are: 

• SPEND MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION FEES: Unlike on-going subscription fees, these are usually one-

off costs payable to the software vendor and/or consultants you may have involved, but you may have 

requirements further down the line that add a cost. These fees cover the cost of on -boarding internal users 

and law firms, integrations, and customisations such as reports, data migrations and add-ons outside the 

basic package. Be sure to find out not only the cost of the implementation fee but what is/isn’t included  as 

standard. 

• INTERNAL COSTS: As mentioned above, most modern solutions are now cloud/SaaS based. Security 

concerns were the main reason for housing software on-premise when e-Billing was first launched, but cloud 

security is far more robust these days. If this a concern, make sure your vendor has the appropriate 

certifications, like BusyLamp, such as ISO/IEC 27001:2013. SaaS solutions carry a much lower internal IT cost 

than on-premise solutions. You may still have to factor in contractor or project team costs though.  

• TRAINING AND SUPPORT COSTS: A user-friendly, familiar, and easy to learn legal spend management 

interface reduces the training required for your in-house teams and law firms, but it will still be necessary. 

Consider what level of support and training you require at implementation and beyond as these range from 

online-help only through to fully managed services and the costs vary considerably.  

• UPGRADE COSTS: Do you need to pay to upgrade to future versions and updates of the software or is this 

included? You could fall behind on the latest legal spend management features if the upgr ade cost is 

prohibitive. Consider the internal costs and impacts of these upgrades, which are low  to non-existent with 

SaaS solutions. 

• FUTURE COSTS: Whilst you don’t have a crystal ball, try to anticipate potential integrations or features you 

might need and ask a) if they’re available and b) what these will cost. You want to avoid migrating to a 

different legal spend management solution if your current one no longer meets your needs or becomes too 

expensive to do so, so try your best to predict this; ask the vendor the typical growth pathways of their other 



 

 

clients. A factor that affects most legal departments are cost increases as you add more users, spend and/or 

firms. Familiarise yourself with the pricing model to avoid surprises.  

 

SUCCESSFUL LEGAL SPEND 
MANAGEMENT 
Your legal spend management project will never truly end. It’s important to set KPIs to measure if the solution is 

delivering the expected benefits, and these need to be reviewed at regular intervals. This way, if results start to slip, 

they can be rectified. You can also check that the tool is continuing to meet requirements year on year. The challenges 

and priorities of your department will change over the years and it’s important your solution continues to be a good fit. 

By addressing each area in this guide, you can avoid being over-whelmed by the many solutions on offer and you can 

choose the best solution for your business. You will have a much higher chance of a successful project implementation 

and the legal department can continue to invest in technology that delivers strategic value to the wider business. 
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